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Kick back and enjoy the best of this most mellow  
of seasons with a long, leisurely lunch. Start with 
anchovy and sage fritters, followed by spiced pumpkin 
soup and work your way to chocolate tart heaven. 

this page: sofie Refer 
light, Benjamin hubert 

“gabion” table (used 
throughout), Muuto “Nerd” 
chair (in foreground; used 
throughout), and Olze  
& Wilkens “Bellevue” board 
from great Dane. arne 
Jacobsen for Fritz hansen 

“grand prix” chair (in 
background; used 
throughout) from Vampt 
Vintage Design. plates and 
Lindform vases from Funkis. 
Louisa hart vase (at right) 
and leather runner from 

small spaces. glasses from 
ikea. iittala wine glasses 
from Nordic Fusion. society 
napkins from Ondene. 
Background painted in 
Murobond pure Wall Flat in 

“Raw earth 200%”. 
chickeN: plate, small dish 
and spoon from Funkis. 
Leather coasters from small 
spaces. society napkin from 
Ondene. glass from ikea. 
grey Muuto chair and 
reindeer skin (on floor) from 
great Dane. all other props 
stylist’s own. stockists p209.

leave

Leek and Manchego 
bread (recipe p141)



Spiced pumpkin soup

sOup: Mugs with 
coasters, bread 
board and small 
dish from Funkis. 
teak salt and 
pepper set from 
Vampt Vintage 
Design. spoon from 
ikea. Leather runner 

from small spaces.
text page: 
Lindform vases  
and small dish from 
Funkis. Leather 
coaster from small 
spaces. all other 
props stylist’s own. 
stockists p209.

Leek and Manchego bread

watch us make this dish
For a video demonstration of our cover recipe, 
download the free Viewa app, select the 
Gourmet Traveller channel and hold your phone 
or tablet over this page.
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Slow-cooked pork 
shoulder with plums

pORk: Dish (with 
plums) and Lindform 
vase from Funkis. 
Leather coaster  
from small spaces. 
glasses from ikea. 
cutlery from hub.

aNchOVies: Board, 
vase at left and leather 
runner from small 
spaces. Vase at right 
and small dish from 
Funkis. Zafferano glass 
from hub. all other 
props stylist’s own. 
stockists p209.
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Chocolate tart with 
orange ice-cream

taRt: glasses and small 
plates from ikea. 
Leather runner from 
small spaces. Lindform 
vase from Funkis. Fork 
and dinner plate from 
hub. society placemat 
(on chair) from Ondene.

BeetROOt: plate from 
Funkis. cutlery from 
hub. Vases as before. 
Leather coaster from 
small spaces. all other 
props stylist’s own. 
stockists p209.


